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GREEN LIVING ACTIVITY REPORT: VISIT AND VOLUNTEER SESSION AT KARUN

HIJAU RECYCLING AND URBAN CARBON STORE

Continued on next page…

6 participants visited the Karun Hijau Recycling and Urban Carbon

Store in Taman Seri Sentosa, Kuala Lumpur, on Oct 4 for a visit-and-

volunteer session and repair workshop. Karun Hijau is a recycling

centre that accepts unwanted items including electronic waste for

repairs, upcycling, and finally, recycling, once an item reaches the end

of its useful life.

Participants learned what items are accepted and not accepted for

recycling by Alam Flora, and how even items consisting of different

materials, such as Pringles potato chip cans, can be separated into its

different elements for recycling (Tip: the can lid is HDPE plastic, the

bottom is aluminium, and the can or tube is made of cardboard lined

with aluminium foil).

Volunteers from Hara Makers and Reimagine Plastic then showed us

how they upcycled plastic packaging into useful items such as pouches

and tote bags by ironing 6 layers of plastic bags and sewing them into

new items.

Repair heroes from KakiDIY conducted a repair workshop at the end of

the session and showed us how to diagnose problems with electrical

and electronic devices and carry out repairs on fans, clocks, lamps, a

Bluetooth speaker, and an iron.

Group Photo of Participants.

http://www.mns.my/
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We are grateful to Karun Hijau, Hara Makers, Reimagine

Plastic, KakiDIY, and KakiRepair for extending their

hospitality to us and sharing their knowledge so generously.

For your information, Karun Hijau also has door-to-door

collection services for recyclables and unwanted items such

as furniture, and they provide moving and cleaning services.

To learn more about the initiatives named above, click on the

links below:

… Continued from previous page.

Karun Hijau Recycling and Urban Carbon Store’s Facebook 

page: https://www.facebook.com/myhijau.com.my/

Karun Hijau’s Pay2Pick recycling collection services: 

https://www.karunhijau.com/pick-up-service/

KakiRepair (by KakiDIY)’s Facebook page: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/kakirepair/

Reimagine Plastic (by Hara Makers)’s Facebook page: 

https://www.facebook.com/reimagineplasticharamakers

Repair Workshop Sorting Recyclables

Reimagine Plastic Wallet

https://www.facebook.com/myhijau.com.my/
https://www.karunhijau.com/pick-up-service/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/kakirepair/
https://www.facebook.com/reimagineplasticharamakers


Free and only open to MNS Members! Registration at:

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIuceCsrjMjEtzTR

WPaBybHyb1W14uYSoJm

For references related to IBA, please visit:

http://datazone.birdlife.org/country/malaysia

http://www.myforestwatch.com.my

*The link to the workshop will be sent to your registration email.

*Kindly register by 6th November 2020.
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Launch of MNS NATUREGRAPHER YouTube Channel

Link to channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClvrh8WJrDKG8Uo-c6PfuMQ
Link to their inaugural video as per screen capture: https://youtu.be/JdKzdxwqGfQ

We are excited to announce Malaysian Nature Society

(Selangor Branch) Photo Group have launched a new

YouTube channel known as MNS NATUREGRAPHER on

28th October 2020.

The new channel will focus on conservation awareness

themes with landscape, wildlife, macro photography and

feature interviews with naturalist experts to help educate

viewers and showcase the diversity of nature photography.

To kick off the launch, we have uploaded an introductory

trailer and thereafter, the first episode will feature our MNS

Photo Group Co-ordinator, Alex Foong on his nature

photography journey into Maliau Basin in Sabah.

Stay tuned to MNS NATUREGRAPHER on YouTube by

subscribing to our channel and enable notifications to get all

updates when they go live!

We encourage MNS members to subscribe to

the channel and stay updated. Also, don’t forget

to share and like our videos and let your circle of

friends and know about us!
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClvrh8WJrDKG8Uo-c6PfuMQ
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Eco-Partners App

For the first time, our branch is releasing our

very own APP called Eco-Partners. This is our

outreach platform. We invite MNS members,

the public, businesses and NGOs to register

and use. Instructional video

at https://youtu.be/2-h4z_NlbJ0

Benefits:

1. For the public, good value for money

promotions.

2. For businesses, more transactions and

brand awareness.

3. For NGOs, ability to reach out to wider

audience, perhaps for fund raising.

Registration: https://eco-partners.online/

Costs for maintenance and continued

development:

1. Business RM100/year

2. NGOs and public, donate as you can

afford.

Enjoy!
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https://eco-partners.online/?fbclid=IwAR3SSEEog1Du-iOFo04st6ns54T7k7T-9vn9Rc7vX0Q1eSUUjpSBdBzMS58


Online Talks Organized by Negeri Sembilan – Malacca Branch

This talk is part of the Malaysian Nature Society - Negeri Sembilan / Malacca 

Branch's Online "Nature Hero Talks" (NHT) Series to promote nature and 

environmental education. It is a family event, so grab everyone and enjoy the 

talk from the comfort of you living room!

Rivers give us water and rivers give us abundant food.

Therefore, it is imperative that we take of our rivers.

This talk kicks-off our 3 months series focusing on the eco-

system of rivers and coastal region of Malacca and Negeri

Sembilan.

Date of Online Talk: 10th October 2020 (Saturday)

Video Link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wJ7wNPIJrw

.

Speaker: Prof. Ahmad Ismail - President MNS

Host: Vuthy Taing – Chairperson of MNS NS Malacca Branch

Importance of River System by Prof. Ahmad Ismail

Twinkle twinkle little stars...how I wonder what you are.

Part of our 3 months series focusing on the eco-system of

rivers and coastal region of Malacca and Negeri Sembilan.

Date of Online Talk: 24th October 2020 (Saturday)

Video Link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fhbFoZ97Cc

Speaker: Sonny - MNS Hq Wetlands Programme Manager

Host: Vuthy Taing – Chairperson of MNS NS Malacca Branch

Firefly! The Childhood Insect by Sonny Wong
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GREEN LIVING COLUMN: 

7Continued on next page…

BREAKING FREE FROM ONLINE SHOPPING

When the Movement Control Order was declared as a measure to

contain the COVID-19 outbreak, many people found themselves

resorting to online shopping on platforms such as Lazada and Shopee

in order to purchase items that they were not able to obtain due to the

closure of shops. 6 months later, the environmental impact of our online

shopping habit is all too apparent as news portals around the world

report of an increase in packaging and unwanted consumer goods

being disposed of in landfills or dumped in donation bins and charity

shops. We know that having an online shopping habit is not good for

our wallets or for the environment. What can we do to reduce our

reliance on online shopping, and to reduce shopping in general? Here

are some tried-and-tested tips that may work:

1. CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT FIRST.

Before you click on the checkout button, think first – what is the impact

of this item on the environment? How many times do you think it will be

used? What happens to it at the end of its useful life? Can it be easily

composted? Is it generally accepted for recycling? Can it be repaired?

Is it absolutely essential?

2. REPURPOSE AND REPAIR BEFORE YOU SHOP.

Online shopping is attractive because the items are often so very

cheap. This is because someone else is paying the price of these

goods. Mother Earth pays the price when items are manufactured

without pollution control and environmental quality safeguards. Low-

income workers -- often migrants, convicts, and refugees – pay the

price with their health and safety by accepting work for very low wages

and without health insurance or protective equipment in order to

produce cheap toys, clothing, ornaments, and household items. Before

buying something new, consider first if the item it is meant to replace

could be repaired, and if another item could be repurposed and reused.

Electrical and electronic appliances and devices can often be repaired.

isjt

By Wong Ee Lynn wongeelynn@yahoo.com / gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com

Vice Chair, Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) Selangor Branch. 

Coordinator, MNS Selangor Branch Green Living Special Interest Group.

(Original artwork by Ju Lienne Seet, reproduced with permission.

Visit: https://www.facebook.com/cupofju1 for more of their artwork.)

mailto:wongeelynn@yahoo.com%20/%20gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com
mailto:gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com
https://www.facebook.com/cupofju1
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… Continued from previous page.

promise to correct your posture, bunions, overbite, poor eyesight, or dry

skin, and almost none of them work. You can avoid falling for false

advertising with a little diligent research.

6. MAKE YOURSELF A 30-DAY PROMISE

For example, make a deal with yourself that if you run 5 km a day, 5

days a week, for one month, you may finally buy yourself those new

running shoes or a treadmill. If you make yourself a healthy breakfast at

home every day for 30 days, you may buy the juicer or bullet blender

you have been eyeing. By the end of 30 days, you may find that you

have succeeded in establishing a new habit without the help of the item

you wanted to buy, and decide to forgo buying it altogether.

7. GIVE YOURSELF A ONE-MONTH ONLINE SHOPPING

MORATORIUM

Tell yourself: November is No Shopping Month. Inform a partner or

close friend as an accountability partner if necessary. This may help

you break out of the habit of browsing shopping sites when bored and

adding things to your cart simply because they are cheap and may

come in useful at a later stage.

8. STOP HOARDING PURCHASES AS GIFTS OR JUST-IN-CASE

ITEMS

Many of the things we hoard or pre-buy often end up becoming clutter.

Gifts bought months ahead of birthdays and special occasions become

obsolete or irrelevant as the date draws closer. Canned food expire

before being consumed. Quilt covers and sofa protectors bought in

advance turn out not to fit the new quilt or sofa. Buy things as and when

they become needed, not in advance just because it is cheap. If

something is useful and popular, it will probably still be available when

you need it and search for it again.

9. IDENTIFY WHAT YOU ASPIRE TO ACHIEVE WITH A NEW

PURCHASE.

Most purchases are aspirational. We buy things for the person we hope

to be – we want to be fitter, slimmer, or more well-read, or we want to

cook at home more, entertain guests more often, or hike more, so we

dsds

Glass jars, storage boxes, linens, and clothes can all be cleaned up

and given an upgrade and reused around the home.

3. CONSIDER IF YOU ARE ENGAGING IN EMOTIONAL SHOPPING.

People usually shop when they are bored, stressed out, or feeling

anxious or depressed, not because they actually need something new.

If you find yourself gravitating towards online shopping apps and

websites when bored or feeling down, you may need to uninstall the

apps, unsubscribe from newsletters and catalogues, and remove

websites from your bookmarks and browser. Recognise your emotions

for what they are – you are feeling frustrated with work, and a new pair

of shoes or set of curtains will not solve your work problems with you.

Learn another way to cope with difficult emotions. Find another activity

that is pleasurable, and each time you find yourself mindlessly browsing

shopping apps or sites, stop yourself and gravitate towards the other

more wholesome and productive activity instead. Read a chapter of a

book, take a walk, have a cup of tea outdoors, walk your dog, do a

puzzle or brain teaser on your phone, do 10 minutes of language

practice on a language learning app, or tidy a box or drawer instead.

4. CONSIDER THE NUMBER OF YEARS YOU HAVE EXISTED

WITHOUT NEEDING THAT PARTICULAR ITEM.

Advertising is designed to appeal to our insecurities. After viewing an

online ad, we often feel as though owning a said item will improve the

quality of our lives tremendously. This is often not true, and we know it

based on our past experiences. The people around us rarely notice or

admire our new clothes, hairstyle, or shoes. Our homes become

cluttered once more. Exercise machines end up becoming expensive

towel holders and toe-stubbers. Chances are, if we have existed for

30+ number of years without a particular item, we can survive the rest

of our lives without it.

5. RESEARCH AND READ ONLINE REVIEWS BEFORE ORDERING

SOMETHING.

Do your research and look up reviews of items (down to the brand and

model) online before clicking on the Add To Cart button. Many

products fail to deliver on their promises. Many non-medical devices

jisioa Continued on next page…
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… Continued from previous page.

If all the tips shared fail and you still end up purchasing certain things

online because you need them and cannot find them anywhere else,

remember to at least recycle the packaging. Black out names and

addresses on the package labels. Remove plastic wrapping and bubble

wrap carefully so that they can be reused by others. Flatten cardboard

boxes for recycling. Offer plastic bags, cardboard boxes, and bubble

wrap to local shops, especially zero waste stores and small home-

based businesses, that can reuse them. Donate bubble wrap and

courier bags to organisations such as Hara Makers and Reimagine

Plastic so they can reuse the plastic wrap and bags in their upcycling

projects. Donate bubble wrap to craftsmen and artisans, for example,

woodcarvers in the Orang Asli community and local potters and

sculptors, so they can wrap up fragile purchases for their customers.

If you found these tips useful and have feedback to share, or if you

have ideas of your own on how to limit online shopping, email us at

wongeelynn@yahoo.com and gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com!

buy things that we think will help us achieve those goals. But often we

can achieve those goals without buying something new. We can go

hiking and jogging in the shoes we already have, cook with the utensils

we already have, entertain in the home we already have, and read the

books we already have. Focus on your goal and the journey, not on the

things you do not have that you believe will bring you closer to your

goals.

10. BRING YOUR OWN ENTERTAINMENT.

We often browse shopping sites when bored. To break out of this habit,

bring your own book or magazine with you when going to places where

you may have to wait. Download brain training games, audiobooks,

podcasts, and e-books onto your devices. Browse websites related to

nature and the environment instead of shopping sites.

11. SAVE THE PICTURES OF THE THINGS YOU WANT TO BUY.

It is natural to like and want new things and beautiful things. But we

don’t have to buy and own everything we see. Sometimes, having the

pictures to look at and admire is enough to satisfy your need for the

particular item. Maybe as time goes by and your tastes change, you will

delete the photo from your device without feeling the urge to want to

buy it any longer.

12. DIY YOUR OWN.

Many things can be easily DIY-ed with a little creativity. Old furniture

and plant pots can be painted and decorated, clothes and tote bags can

be jazzed up, and posters can be found online, printed out and framed.

DIY-ing your own items will also give you a sense of pride that

shopping can’t.

mailto:wongeelynn@yahoo.com
mailto:gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com


Science Film Festival 
The Science Film Festival is a celebration of

science communication in 30 countries around

the globe, marking its 10th anniversary in

Malaysia this year. In cooperation with Malaysian

partners, it promotes science literacy and

facilitates awareness of contemporary scientific,

technological and environmental issues through

international films with accompanying

educational activities for all age groups.

The Sustainable Development Goals are the

central theme of this year's festival. Through an

international selection of films on science,

technology and the environment, the festival

helps expand the conversation on the issues

central to the SDGs, and through this

conversation, helps to inspire action for the

betterment of people and planet.

Malaysia selected 30 films, which are available

to be streamed free of charge during the entire

festival period upon successful registration.

Exciting online programs like essay and video

competitions and interactive film introductions by

MNS, online quizzes by ASTI, and 12 SDG

teaching modules by Ecocentric Transitions are
available throughout the festival period.

Here's the link to the Science Film Festival 2020 Event calendar: 

https://www.goethe.de/ins/my/en/

ver.cfm?fuseaction=events.detail&event_id=21971796



Competitions!
We are pleased to inform you that MNS is also

currently organizing online competitions that will allow

you to gain knowledge and awareness on issues

related to the Sustainable Development Goals.

Contest ends 11 December 2020. 

For more information, you may send an email to ee_programs@mns.org.my

For our essay competition, students aged 10-12 years old will

have the opportunity to learn and give suggestions to reduce

food waste. Meanwhile, students aged 13 to 17 years old are

encouraged to envisage the future Malaysian cities.

For more information about this essay competition, you may log

on to:https://forms.gle/fEV3xzqXi5pERFSy9

Our short video competition will challenge you to learn more

about Sustainable Development Goals, and use your creativity to

express your views in a 5-minute video on what you can do to

create a sustainable Malaysia by 2030. Let’s Revive our World!

For more information about this short video competition, you may

log on to https://forms.gle/cfeckcqUE3duarnw6

mailto:ee_programs@mns.org.my
https://forms.gle/fEV3xzqXi5pERFSy9
https://forms.gle/cfeckcqUE3duarnw6




ECO KIDS
By Ng Zhang Hui

A Recipe for Baking Safely and Eco Friendly 

Staying at home more often to flatten the Covid-19 curve has become the new normal. Why not 

pick up a skill by following this simple recipe and it’s eco friendly recommendation.

Sugar Cookie and Icing Recipe 

Prep Time: 1 hour  Cook Time: 10 minutes  Chilling Time: 2 hours  

Servings: 40 cookies (Number depending on size of cookie cutter 

and thickness of dough)

Ingredients

*Eco Friendly Suggestion ~ Buy your ingredients at an eco friendly 

zero waste store (A good place I go to is The Hive Bulk Food) or 

try to buy products that have the least packaging.

Sugar Cookies

• 1 cup unsalted butter softened 

to room temperature (226g)

• 1 cup sugar (200g)

• 1 1/2 teaspoons vanilla extract²

• 1 large egg Eco Friendly Alert ~ 

Try to get free range eggs from 

the grocery

• 2 1/2 cups all-purpose flour 

(315g)

• 3/4 teaspoon baking powder

• 3/4 teaspoon salt

Sugar Cookie Frosting

• 3 cups powdered sugar, 

sifted (375g)

• 3-4 Tablespoons milk Eco 

Friendly Reminder ~ Try to 

get free range milk from the 

grocery

• 2 Tablespoons light corn 

syrup (which is not the 

same as high fructose corn 

syrup)

• 1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract

• Gel food coloring (optional)
13Continued on next page…



Instructions

Sugar Cookies

1. Cream butter and sugar in the bowl of a stand mixer (or in

a large bowl and use an electric hand mixer) and beat until

creamy and well-combined.

… Continued from previous page.

2. Add egg and vanilla extract and beat until completely

combined.

3. In a separate, medium-sized bowl, whisk together flour,

baking powder, and salt.

4. Gradually add dry ingredients into the wet ingredients until

completely combined.

14Continued on next page…



… Continued from previous page.

6. Wrap up the dough and mold into a disk.  Repeat with 

remaining cookie dough in another piece of beeswax 

wrap.  Transfer dough to refrigerator and chill for at least 

2-3 hours (or overnight)

Suggestion: Follow the instructions in the next page to 

make your own handmade cookie cutters while waiting 

for your dough to chill. 

5. Lay out a piece of beeswax wrap and transfer

approximately half of the dough onto the wrap, you can

also put the dough in a bowl and cover it with a piece of

cloth or beeswax wrap (dough will be quite sticky at this

point, that's OK!).

7. Once dough has finished chilling, preheat the oven to 175 

Celsius and line a baking tray with a silicon baking mat

or a banana leaf (the banana leaf will give you cookies a 

super slight banana smell and it will be harder to give your 

cookies a hard, crunchy texture) or oil and dust your 

baking tray with flour and butter, I will not recommend this 

as it doesn't keep your cookies from sticking to the baking 

tray 100% of the time. But if you have neither a silicon 

baking mat or banana leaf, it is one option instead of 

throwing away disposable baking sheets.  Set aside the 

baking tray.

8. Dust a clean surface with flour and deposit one chilled 

cookie dough disk onto the surface.  Lightly flour the 

dough and roll out to 1/8" (for thinner, crispier cookies) or 

1/4" (for thicker, softer cookies). If your dough starts to 

crack while you are rolling it, let rest at room temperature 

for about 10-15 minutes. Continue to add flour as needed 

both on top of and beneath the dough so that it doesn't 

stick.

15Continued on next page…



… Continued from previous page.

9. Use cookie cutters (If you don’t have cookie cutters, or

don’t have the cookie cutter shapes you want, check out

the how to make your own eco friendly cookie cutters

below) to cut out shapes and use a spatula to transfer

shapes to the prepared baking sheet (If you don’t plan to

make icing for your cookies, you can sprinkle some sugar

on it as decoration)

10. Bake on 175 celsius for 9-10 minutes (My cookie cutters

were about 3" in length, if you're using smaller cookie

cutters you will need to bake for less time), or until edges

just begin to turn lightly golden brown.

11. Allow cookies to cool completely on the baking tray before

moving and frosting.

Sugar Cookie Frosting

1. Combine sugar, 2 Tablespoons of milk, corn syrup, and

vanilla extract in a medium-sized bowl and stir until

combined. If frosting is too thick, add more milk, about a

teaspoon at a time, until the frosting is thick but pipeable.

If you accidentally add too much milk, add powdered

sugar until desired texture is reached.

2. If you are colouring the frosting, divide into bowls and

colour as desired at this point.

16Continued on next page…

3. Transfer frosting to a reusable/silicone piping bag with a

piping tip, or you can just dip the front side of the cookie in

the bowl of icing or spread icing on by pouring a small

amount of icing with a spoon and spreading it with a butter

knife (other two options will be not as neat, but this will still

work).



… Continued from previous page.

Eco Friendly Cookie Cutters Instructions

17Continued on next page…

4. Pipe/dip cookie in bowl of/spread icing on cookies.

5. Allow frosting to harden before enjoying (this took several

hours for me and may vary for you depending on the

consistency of your icing)

6. Keep uneaten cookies sealed in an airtight reusable

container at room temperature

What you need

• 1 Clean used soda can (you might need more if you are

planning on making a lot of cookie cutters)

• A pen knife or scissors (will not work as well as the pen

knife)

• Double sided tape or a stapler

Small Note: this is a handmade cookie cutter, so please be

careful with it and watch that a particle or the handmade cookie

cutter (eg: a stapler bullet) does not fall into the cookie dough.

With that in mind, enjoy the making of handmade, eco friendly

cookie cutters.



… Continued from previous page.
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Instructions

1. Cut the top and bottom of your soda can, be very careful

not to hurt yourself.

2. Cut a straight line from the top to the bottom of the soda

can, splitting it in half lengthwise.

3. Then cut the in-half soda can crosswise, making strips

about 1 ½ cm wide.

4. Shape the strips of the soda can with your hands, you can

make rounded ends with the help of a pen or stick.

5. Use the double sided tape or stapler to stick the two

edges of your new cookie cutter.

6. Start cutting cookie dough with your handmade cookie

cutters! The edges of the cookie cutter might be sharp, so

be careful.

Reference links:

• https://sugarspunrun.com/easy-sugar-cookie-recipe/

• https://mylovelyfrench.wordpress.com/2012/09/16/diy-

homemade-cookie-cutters/

https://sugarspunrun.com/easy-sugar-cookie-recipe/
https://mylovelyfrench.wordpress.com/2012/09/16/diy-homemade-cookie-cutters/
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MNS Selangor Branch Bird Group

From Sunderland to Sundaland: reflections on three years of birds and birding in SE Asia
How is birding in Malaysia? Which birds are rare in Malaysia?

Date: 17 November 2020 (Tuesday)
Time: 8.30 pm - 9.30 pm
Venue: Online (the details will be sent through email and WA)
Registration is REQUIRED. Click the link https://forms.gle/UJXiCzHv7U8vMd8HA to register.

Speaker: Christopher Neil Gibbins
Host: Izzat Ahmad Fauzi 

Chris has been birding for around 35 years. His formative years were spent around his home town of 
Sunderland, in NE England, where he was first introduced to birding while at school. He spent periods 
twitching and world listing and has always been interested in identification. His birding eventually settled with a focus on patch birding and 
trying to find rare and unusual birds for himself. He has sat on several rare bird assessment committees and authored numerous 
identification articles. After 20 years living and birding in Scotland, in 2017 he moved to Malaysia.

This talk will be a reflection of his experiences during the first three years of his time in Malaysia. It will outline the highs of time spent 
looking for rarities at sites that he now checks regularly, as well as forays to Mantanani Island, Sabah, to search for vagrants. It will also 
touch on birding trips to other countries in the region, mainly to indulge his passion for seabirds. Chris is a keen photographer, and the talk 
will be illustrated with his own photographs.

This online talk is part of 'SBBG Indoor Talk', where we have covered various topics related to birds and birders. Join us and enjoy this 
sharing session from the comfort of your living room.

https://forms.gle/UJXiCzHv7U8vMd8HA
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About Us

Conservation of our natural heritage and environmental education are

the main thrust of the two inter-related environmental initiatives

undertaken and funded by Petronas Chemical Group (PCG) together

with the Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) who manages the centre. The

initiatives – the Kerteh River Mangrove Rehabilitation Project(Oct 2005)

and the establishment of the Environmental Education Centre or

ecoCare Centre (EEC) in Kerteh nearby the Kerteh River which is

surrounded with beautiful mangrove forest and the 1st of such centre in

East Coast Peninsular Malaysia. The centre was officially launched by

our DYMM Sultan Mizan Zainal Abidin, Sultan Terengganu on 20th

November 2013. The project is a long-term commitment in terms of

conservation, awareness, restoration and education along the Kerteh

River together with the local communities.

As EEC concept is close to nature and to reduce any waste into the

environment, we use the rain harvest tank. The design structure of the

centre which follows the local houses in Terengganu provides us a

breezy and natural air condition in each dorm hence there is no need

for air conditioning units.

Activities

• Birdwatching

• Fire-Fly Watching

• Mangrove Replanting

• River Cruise

• Guided Tours

• Mangrove Seedling Collecting

• Night Walks

• Nature Crafts

• Indoor Games

• Turtle Sanctuary Activities (upon request and availability)

• Forest Ecology Activities (upon request and availability)

Contact Us

ecoCare Environmental Education Centre

Lot 13310, Kawasan Bukit Tiong, 24300 Kerteh, Terengganu

P: 019 3605867 / 019 9830897 / 017 5552925

E: ecocare@mns.org.my / ecocare.mns@gmail.com

EEC is open from 9.00 am to 5.30 pm daily, 7 days per week.

https://www.facebook.com/EECecocare/ https://www.instagram.com/ecocarekertih/

Facilities:

https://www.mns.my/ecocare-facilities/

Activity Rates and Packages: 

https://www.mns.my/ecocare-activity/

mailto:
mailto:
https://www.facebook.com/EECecocare/
https://www.instagram.com/ecocarekertih/
https://www.mns.my/ecocare-facilities/
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Missed out our 2019’s Night Walk? No worries, Night Walk Programme is

back!

Have you ever walk in the rainforest during the night? Do you know what

animals can be found at night, and what do they do? Come and join our

programme namely “Night Walk in FRIM Forest”, and experience the sights

and sounds of the FRIM forest at night.

This night walk is a wonderful opportunity for families with children (min. age

of 13) to witness the nocturnal species that only come out at night! This

programme is organized by NEC and experts from MNS SIG Herp group and

will be held on Saturday of 8th August 2020 and 19th Dec 2020.

You will need to dress up warmly, wear a long sleeves t-shirt as mosquitoes

will hunt for your blood. Wear a long stocking as well for leach protection and

wear your sport shoes. Bring your raincoat or waterproof jacket, as the tours

proceed rain.

Participants will get the opportunity to learn about the rainforest biodiversity

and animal behaviours, and thus, to foster a great sense of appreciation

towards our Mother Nature.

Date : 19th Dec 2020

Time : 8.30 pm-11.00 pm

Age : 13 years old & above

Venue : FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre (NEC), FRIM Kepong

Fee : RM85/pax

**Fee includes MNS facilitators, insurance and FRIM entrance fee.

For registration, please fill in the google form:

https://forms.gle/xtzshcdk2t8rMDUv9

Let’s join us now as the seats are limited! Don’t miss the chance again!
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JOHOR BRANCH

https://www.facebook.com/MalaysianNa

tureSocietyJohor/

Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Abbott Chong Ching Hua  

abbott_chong@yahoo.com 

Moses Wong Choo Hooi  

junglemania64@yahoo.com 

Belinda Wong Mei Lang  

belinda@bellogistics.com

KEDAH BRANCH

3 Jalan Timor 1, Kawasan Perusahaan  

Mergong Barrage, 05150 Alor Setar, 

Kedah

Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Lt. Kol Husamuddin bin  

Yaacob ; husaya@gmail.com 

Mohamad Yani Madewnus  

madew75@gmail.com 

Phang Fatt Khow  

fkphang05@yahoo.com

KELANTAN BRANCH

204, Jln Sultan Yahya Petra, 15150 Kota

Bharu, Kelantan. meklawa@gmail.com

Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Nazahatul Anis Amaludin  

anisamaludin@gmail.com 

Che Azman B Nawi  

cheazman_Nawi@yahoo.com 

Wong Mei Lin  

meklawa@gmail.com

LANGKAWI BRANCH

mnslangkawi@yahoogroups.com

Acting 

Chair

Secretary

Dato’ Alexander Issac  
alex@tropicalcharters.com.my 

Daisy Jeyarani A/P Samuel

daisy_samuel_2005@yahoo

.com

NEGERI SEMBILAN/ MELAKA BRANCH

Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Vuthy Taing  

vuthy55@yahoo.com 

Lim Ming Hui  

limmel05@yahoo.com 

Carol See Oi Kuan  

lattelover38@gmail.com

PAHANG BRANCH

mnsphg@yahoo.com.sg

Chair

Vice 

Chair

Secretary

Noor Jehan Bt Abu Bakar  

versed_anggerik@yahoo.com 

Bong Sze Wai  

mnspahang@gmail.com 

Chow Mee Foong  

chowmeefoong@yahoo.com

PENANG BRANCH

Nature Information Centre (NIC),  

673-B Jalan Kebun Bunga,

10350 Penang. Tel: 013-4537992

Open Mon-Sat, 7.30am-11.30am (Call  

before visiting)

mnspenang@yahoo.com

Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Tan Choo Eng  

chooengtan@yahoo.com 

Tajul Arosh Baroky  

tajul_ab@yahoo.com 

Beryl Nolan 

nolanberyl@gmail.com 

DIRECTORY
PERAK BRANCH

70 Jln Chan Chee Keong, Ipoh Garden  

South, 31400 Ipoh, Perak  

mnsperak@gmail.com

Blog: mnsperak@yahoogroups.com

Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Leow Kon Fah  

leow_kingfisher@yahoo.com 

Zaharil Dzulkafly  

zaharil_tbp@hotmail.com 

Georgia Tham Yim Fong  

georgi8tham@yahoo.com

SABAH (KOTA KINABALU) BRANCH

Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Anna Wong  

annawg888@gmail.com 

Jimmy Omar  

jemyomar@gmail.com 

Lawrence Alan Anak Bansa

alanbez89@gmail.com

SARAWAK (KUCHING) BRANCH

mnskuching@gmail.com

Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Rose Au Nyat Jun  

anyatjun@yahoo.com 

Asha Devi Kaushal  

princezhope@gmail.com 

Audrey Dominic Neng  

audreyneng@gmail.com

SELANGOR BRANCH

https://www.facebook.com/mnsselangorbr

anch

mns.selangor.branch@gmail.com

Chair Pasupathy Jayaraj  

pasupathy_jayaraj@yahoo.com

Wong Ee Lynn

wongeelynn@yahoo.com

Grace Chin Haw Yiing

gracehychin@gmail.com

Secretary

TERENGGANU BRANCH

24896, Taman Kiara, Pekan Batu 6, 

21200  Kuala Terengganu  

mnsterengganu@gmail.com

Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Wong Chee Ho  

cheeho04@yahoo.com

Nik Mohd Shibli B Nik Jaafar  

nmshibli75@gmail.com 

James Tan Chun Hong  

chtan.james@gmail.com

SABAH (SANDAKAN) BRANCH

Chair

Vice-Chair

Secretary

Hatta B Yunus@Sawabi  

hattasawabi@gmail.com 

Ooi Chin Hock  

ooichinhock@gmail.com 

Chong Ket Vui Dusun  

dusun_chong@yahoo.com

SARAWAK (MIRI) BRANCH

mnsmiri@yahoo.com

Blog: http://mnsmiri.blogspot.com

Chair

Vice Chair

Musa Musbah

sammua@yahoo.com

Khuzaimi B Abdollah @ Abdullah

khuzaimi_abdullah@live.com.my

Achmed Azizie B Marzuki  

achmedazizie@hotmail.com

MNSHQ

JKR 641, JalanKelantan,

Bukit Persekutuan, 50480 Kuala Lumpur

(just before the Seri Perdana turn-off on

JalanMahameru)

Open: Mondays – Fridays 9 am–5:30 pm  

T: 03-2287 9422 F: 03-22878773

mns@mns.org.my www.mns.my 

Membership: Leong WeeChin

BRANCH COMMITTEE 2019-2021

BRANCH COMMITTEE 2017-2019

Secretary

Vice Chair
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PENCINTA ALAM is a monthly newsletter made

possible by dedicated volunteers and contributors

from the Malaysian Nature Society. Accuracy is the

contributor’s responsibility. The Editor reserves the

right to edit for length and content.

The Malaysian Naturalist Facebook page is now available with current articles and  

other interesting news. Do like the page atthis

link https://www.facebook.com/MalaysianNaturalist

Submissions: Articles including the author and photographers’

names (max. 800 words), advertisements, digital images (100 dpi &

no larger than 640 x 480 pixels & separately from the article), etc.

must reach the Editor by the 13th of each month (unless noted

otherwise) via the following e-mail address: tapir2005@gmail.com.

Advertising rates:

Classifieds : RM5 per column inch  

Quarter page ad : RM30

Half page ad : RM60

Payments:

-All payments must be made to ‘Malaysian Nature Society Selangor Branch’.

-Please bank in cash or cheque to Maybank MBB account no 014150307352.

-After banking in, please scan the slip and e-mail it with your advertisement  

to tapir2005@gmail.com and berniechin118@yahoo.com.

Discount rate for ads paid in advance:

3 adverts paid in advance – 5% off published rate;  6 

adverts paid in advance – 10% off published rate;  9 

adverts paid in advance – 15% off published rate;  12 

adverts paid in advance – 20% off published rate.
Computer Recycling Collection Centre

The MNS Penang, Nature Information Centre (NIC) is a

designated recycling collection centre for old computers

and computer parts by the Penang City Council.

Please send your unwanted computers and parts to the

NIC to be sent for recycling by DOE approved recycling

establishment.

Contact Kanda at 013-4537992 for more information or

check out Penang Branch web pages.
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